
Visions for languagePaul Mc KevittDepartment of Computer ScienceRegent Court, 211 Portobello StreetUniversity of She�eldGB- S1 4DP, She�eldEngland, EU.E-mail: p.mckevitt@dcs.shef.ac.ukAbstractOne of the most interesting developments inthe �eld of Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) hasbeen that the �eld has split into a numberof sub�elds with little or no communicationbetween them. For example, two of the mostimportant sub�elds, that of natural languageprocessing and that of vision processing havebeen tackled on their own and only recentlyhave we seen a major move towards their in-tegration. We discuss here the reason why webelieve this has happened, representations forgrounding language and vision, lexicons, andsome current projects on mathematical, ap-plied and interface issues in integration. The1990s bode well for systems with integratedvisions for language.1 IntroductionAlthough there has been much progress in developingtheories, models and systems in the areas of Natural Lan-guage Processing (NLP) and Vision Processing (VP) (seePartridge 1991, Rich and Knight 1991) there has beenlittle progress on integrating these two subareas of Ar-ti�cial Intelligence (AI). Although in the beginning thegeneral aim of the �eld was to build integrated languageand vision systems, few were done, and two sub�eldsquickly arose. It is not clear why there has not alreadybeen much activity in integrating NLP and VP. Is itbecause of the long-time reductionist trend in scienceup until the recent emphasis on chaos theory, non-linearsystems, and emergent behaviour? Or, is it because thepeople who have tended to work on NLP tend to be inother Departments, or of a di�erent ilk, to those whohave worked on VP? There has been a recent trend to-wards the integration of NLP and VP and other forms ofperception such as speech (see Dennett, 1991; Mc Kevitt1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1994d, 1994e, Mc Kevitt and Guo1994 and Wilks and Okada 1994). Dennett (1991, p.57-58) says \Surely a major source of the widespreadskepticism about \machine understanding" of naturallanguage is that such systems almost never avail them-selves of anything like a visual workspace in which toparse or analyze the input. If they did, the sense that

they were actually understanding what they processedwould be greatly heightened (whether or not it wouldstill be, as some insist, an illusion). As it is, if a com-puter says, \I see what you mean" in response to input,there is a strong temptation to dismiss the assertion asan obvious fraud."Heretofore social trends in science in general havebeen towards reductionism. Pure reductionism arguesthat the social nature of experimentation is irrelevant toscienti�c outcome (see Popper 1972) where the interac-tions between scientists should have no e�ect upon theirresults. In contrast, the e�ort on integration requiredhere will certainly involve social interaction between re-searchers in each �eld which might not have occurredotherwise (see Kuhn, 1962). What matters to scienti�cprogress is not the conducting of experiments per se, butrather the determination of which experiments are worthconducting. In such contexts, `worth' is clearly a soci-ological, as opposed to a scienti�c, matter. Our hope isfor a reversal of the unfortunate reductionist inuence,through the re-uni�cation of currently disparate strandsof enquiry. Already, science has started to move in thisdirection (see, for example, Gleick, 1987; Langton, 1989and Rowe and Mc Kevitt 1991).2 BackgroundPeople are able to combine the processing of languageand vision with apparent ease. In particular, people canuse words to describe a picture and can reproduce a pic-ture from a language description. Moreover, people canexhibit this kind of behaviour over a very wide rangeof input pictures and language descriptions. Even moreimpressive is the fact that people can look at images anddescribe not just the image itself but a set of abstractemotions evoked by it. Although there are theories ofhow we process vision and language there are few theor-ies about how such processing is integrated. There havebeen large debates in Psychology and Philosophy withrespect to the degree with which people store knowledgeas propositions or pictures (see Pylyshyn 1973, Kosslynand Pomerantz 1977).There are at least two advantages of linking the pro-cessing of natural languages to the processing of visualscenes. First, investigations into the nature of humancognition may bene�t. Such investigations are being



conducted in the �elds of Psychology, Cognitive Science,and Philosophy. Computer implementations of integ-rated VP and NLP can shed light on how people do it.Second, there are advantages for real-world applications.The combination of two powerful technologies promisesnew applications: automatic production of text from im-ages; automatic production of images from text; and theautomatic interpretation of images with text. The the-oretical and practical advantages of linking natural lan-guage and vision processing have also been described inWahlster (1988).Early work for synthesising simple text from imageswas conducted by Waltz (1975) who produced an al-gorithm capable of labelling edges and corners in imagesof polyhedra. The labelling scheme obeys a constraintminimisation criterion so that only sets of consistent la-bellings are used. The system can be expected to be-come `confused' when presented with an image wheretwo mutually exclusive but self-consistent labellings arepossible. This is important because in this respect theprogram can be regarded as perceiving an illusion suchas what humans see in the Necker cube. However, thesystem seemed to be incapable of any higher-order textdescriptions. For example, it did not produce naturallanguage statements such as \There is a cube in the pic-ture."A number of natural language systems for the de-scription of image sequences have been developed (seeHerzog and Retz-Schmidt 1990, Neumann and Novak1986). These systems can verbalize the behaviour ofhuman agents in image sequences about football anddescribe the spatio-temporal properties of the beha-viour observed. Retz-Schmidt (1991) and Retz-Schmidtand Tetzla� (1991) describe an approach which yieldsplan hypotheses about intentional entities from spatio-temporal information about agents. The results canbe verbalized in natural language. The system calledREPLAI-II takes observations from image sequences asinput. Moving objects from two-dimensional image se-quences have been extracted by a vision system (seeHerzog et al. 1989) and spatio-temporal entities (spa-tial relations and events) have been recognised by anevent-recognition system. A focussing process selects in-teresting agents to be concentrated on during a plan-recognition process. Plan recognition provides a basisfor intention recognition and plan-failure analysis. Eachrecognised intentional entity is described in natural lan-guage. A system called SOCCER (see Andr�e et al. 1988,Herzog et al. 1989) verbalizes real-world image sequencesof soccer games in natural language and REPLAI-II ex-tends the range of capabilities of SOCCER. Here, NLPis used more for annotation through text generationwhereas we are interested in analysis.Maa� et al. (1993) describe a system, called VitraGuide, that generates multimodal route descriptions forcomputer assisted vehicle navigation. Information ispresented in natural language, maps and perspectiveviews. Three classes of spatial relations are describedfor natural language references: (1) topological relations(e.g. in, near), (2) directional relations (e.g. left, right)and (3) path relations (e.g. along, past). The output

for all presentation modes relies on one common three-dimensional model of the domain. Again, Vitra emphas-ises annotation through generation of text, rather thananalysis, and the vision module considers interrogationof a database of digitized road and city maps rather thanvision analysis.Some of the most recent engineering work in NLPis focusing on the exciting idea of incorporating NLPtechniques with speech, touchscreen, video and mouseto provide advanced multimedia interfaces (see Maybury1992). Examples of such work are found in the ALFrescosystem which is a multimedia interface providing inform-ation on Italian Frescoes (see Carenini et al. 1992 andStock 1991), the WIP system that provides informationon assembling, using, and maintaining physical deviceslike an expresso machine or a lawnmower (see Andr�e andRist 1992 and Wahlster et al. 1992), and a multime-dia interface which identi�es objects and conveys routeplans from a knowledge-based cartographic informationsystem (see Maybury 1991). We can now move on toinvestigate a representation for integrated language andvision processing.3 Language and vision processingTraditionally, language processing has considered thephenomenon of mapping natural language into semanticrepresentations of the objects, actions and states thatthat language describes (see e.g. Allen 1987, Gazdar andMellish 1989, Mc Kevitt 1992, Mc Kevitt et al. 1992a,Schank 1972, 1973, 1975 and Wilks 1973, 1975a, 1975b,1975c). A question that has arisen time and time again isthat of the nature of these representations. Due to thereductionist nature of scienti�c enquiry, the answer tothis question has always been given in a reduced propos-itional form, usually containing base meanings for wordscalled semantic primitives (see Wilks 1977), which is it-self a form of language. This leads to the inevitablecircularity that (the representation is a language (is alanguage (is a language which represents the world))).Such a ludicrous situation clearly calls for the interpret-ation of language-based representations in terms of otherlanguage-independent representations. One such repres-entation is vision.In situ, vision processing has considered the possib-ility of mapping visual scenes into objects, actions andstates. Since the visual scene is described not in terms ofyet more visual descriptions, but rather in terms of pro-positions, the above circularity of language to languagerepresentation is avoided. However, this does not, of it-self, avoid the problem - it merely delays it. For now, wesee that vision is explained in terms of language, whichis either circular, or else re-expressed in terms of vision!3.1 RepresentationWhere does leave us? It seems that traditional NLP in-volves the mapping of language into propositional struc-tures, while VP also involves the mapping of visualscenes into symbolic structures. In each case, the �-nal representation is language-based. But then that lan-guage, if we follow what we did already, could be repres-ented in another language and so on. An obvious ques-



tion suggests itself - can these circularities be avoidedby the resolution of adequate `base cases'? In otherwords, is there a uniform representation in the form ofpropositions, or even pictures, to which all other repres-entations can be reduced? It would certainly be moreeconomic if there was just one representation for per-ceptions, whether this be in the form of pictures or pro-positions, or perhaps some other formalism capable ofsubsuming these two as distinct instances of a more gen-eral scheme. We suggest that, since each formalism canclearly be mapped to the other, both propositional andvisual representations are useful for this purpose, and itdoesn't really matter which is used as an internal rep-resentation. Probably, both will be useful, although thetradition in the �eld of AI has been to use propositionswhich we believe has caused an unfair bias towards lan-guage.3.2 From language to vision...If we take some utterance, such as \the black cat", itis easy to imagine its pictorial representation. For agiven agent, the pictorial representation of the black catwill generally be similar to that of any other agent of atleast the same culture. Obviously, however, for morepersonal subject matter, for example my aspirations,there is every possibility that di�erent scenes may beproduced. However, if agents are considered to be shar-ing their individual experiences with each other then thescenes will be understood to be valid representations ofutterances.We di�er with Dennett (1991), therefore, who claimsthat there is no visual representation of the meaning ofconcepts such as yesterday. Dennett (1991, p. 57) says,\Uncles, unlike clowns and �remen, don't look di�erentin any characteristic way that can be visually repres-ented, and yesterday's don't look like anything at all."Indeed, visual representations are easy to discover. Forexample, an icon-based system might use a picture of adiary to remind users of the next day's events, therebyrepresenting tomorrow. Or perhaps a cartoon sequencemight represent yesterday by showing the world runningrapidly backwards where the re-emergence of daylight in-dicates that the previous day has been reached, at whichpoint the regress slows and eventually terminates. Suchpictorial representations of the passage of time, and ourmind's eye location within them, are commonplace inthe �lm industry. Iconic and animated representationsof things we normally understand in language are givenin Beardon (1994) and Narayanan et al. (1994).3.3 ...and back againSimilarly, given any particular picture, for example anabstract evocation of the dawn, two agents would notnecessarily produce equivalent propositional descriptionsof it. However, it does not follow that the methods theyare using to translate between representational mechan-isms are incompatible. For example, two people mayproduce completely conicting descriptions of a scene,and yet still be willing to accept an argument as to whythe given description is valid in the context of the otheragent.

Where does that leave us? Well, it seems that lan-guage can be translated into vision and vision into lan-guage and that although there may be discrepancies inthese translations these may be due to the agent of trans-lation. And where are language and vision grounded?Maybe a useful way to answer that question might be totake a look at one of our age old standards of language...3.4 LexiconsIn any integrated natural language and vision processingsystem there will probably be some move towards an in-tegrated lexicon. Today's dictionaries are sorely lackingin information that people have had in their heads foryears. If one thinks of a \lion", a \zebra", \parties",\love", \hate", \sex", \loud", \bang", \greasy", \furry",\running", \jumping", \swooning", \ice cream", etc.then one has a picture in one's head of these objects,emotions, sounds, feelings and actions or some situationwhen they occurred in past personal history or in a �lm.Such pictures and sounds, and their manifestation in thesymbols of written language itself were a major part ofthe emphasis of the writings of Joyce (1922, 1939) andothers. For example, Joyce (1950) uses letters in Englishto produce the sounds of the waves as they come rushingtowards the seashore on Dollymount Strand.Today's dictionaries such as Longman's Dictionaryof Contemporary English (LDOCE) (see Procter 1978),Collins COBUILD (see Sinclair, 1987) and Webster's,whether in text form or in electronic form, do not con-tain much pictorial information; they typically encodewords in symbolic natural language form with symbolicnatural language descriptions. Encyclopedias do containpictures but they do not contain de�nitions of words,rather knowledge about words, and speci�cally objectsin the world. It is not clear to us why dictionaries havehad this bias towards symbolic natural language but itcertainly seems very strange behaviour.There has been much work in AI and in NLP onde�ning dictionaries for use in large intelligent sys-tems. Examples are the Machine Tractable Dictionaries(MTDs) produced from the Machine Readable Diction-aries (MRDs) such as LDOCE (see Guo 1992, Guthrie etal. 1991). In fact the idea of processing MRDs to obtainlexicons for NLP systems has become one of the largestresearch areas in NLP. There has also been work on en-coding large encyclopedias for AI systems (see Lenat andGuha 1989).One of the suggested solutions to problems of NLPover the years have been to reduce word and sentencerepresentations to primitives (see Wilks 1977). Schankde�ned 14 of such primitives for Conceptual Dependency(see Schank 1972, 1973, 1975) and Wilks had some 80 inhis Preference Semantics system (see Wilks 1973, 1975a,1975b, 1975c). However, all this reductionist work haddi�culties because of at least the following two reas-ons: (1) circularity: some words are de�ned in terms ofprimitives but those primitives are de�ned in terms ofthe original words; (2) grounding: how are the primit-ives grounded in the world? i.e. what gives them theirmeaning? We discuss the circularity problem here andthe grounding problem is handled in the next section.



How come in dictionaries you look up a word like`gorse' and �nd that the de�nition of that word involves`furze' and when you look up `furze' its de�nition uses`gorse'? In LDOCE, the primitive for `disease' is de�nedto be `disorder' or `illness' and these in turn are de�nedas `disease'. This has been a problem for dictionaries foryears. Katz (1972) claims that linguistic primitives playthe role that neutrinos play in science. Wilks (1994)points out that primitives in natural language do nothave any obvious visual analogues and that no de�nitionof primitives is necessary because they are explained bythe procedural role they play in language as a whole.We argue in Mc Kevitt and Guo (1994) that de�ningvocabularies and primitives can be de�ned in terms ofspatial or pictorial representations to obtain meanings.So, for example, taking a primitive for the concept of ab-stract transfer (called ATRANS by Schank) we can havea picture showing two agents with an object being trans-ferred between the two. This picture could be animatedas demonstrated by Beardon (1994) and Narayanan etal. (1994) and could be shown to a user on demand. Fur-thermore, a de�nition of the changes in spatial relationswith respect to ATRANS could be represented. For ex-ample, this would detail the the object, instrument, tra-jectory and duration of transfer as de�ned in the percep-tual semantics of Chakavarthy (1994). There are also fullblown multi-modal lexicons under development. Young(1983) and Wright and Young (1990) describe a know-ledge representation called Cognitive Modalities (CM)for neural networks which is a cognitive, non-verbal rep-resentation of information.Hence, one can de�ne a word by using a de�nitionthat uses other words but also spatial and visual struc-tures. These structures would give partial de�nitions ofwords so that there would only be at most partial circu-larity in de�nitions. Such pictorial information is miss-ing from today's dictionaries. The ability to develop andlearn new words such as metaphors is to a large extentbased on spatial and pictorial mappings. Our systemsof the future will need to be able to apply algorithmsfor such mappings to existing dictionaries to derive newones. And, of course, Wittgenstein (1953, p. 42) pointedout already that \It is only in the normal cases that theuse of a word is clearly prescribed."3.5 Symbol groundingHarnad (1990, 1993) has brought the grounding prob-lem further and said that symbolic processing systemshave, in general a problem with grounding their sym-bols and that this problem can only be freed up by us-ing other perceptual sources such as visual input. Thisis his answer to Searle's Chinese Room1 problem whereSearle argues that a machine cannot understand the sym-bols it represents but just passes them around with no1Searle asked us to imagine a Chinese Room where a per-son who cannot understand Chinese is locked in the room andhas the task of using an English rule book for manipulatingChinese symbols. Then, to an outside observer, the personappears to be able to understand Chinese just as a computerprogram which manipulates symbols could appear to do so(see Searle 1984, 32-33).

feeling for their meaning (see Searle 1980, 1984, 1990).In some sense what Searle is arguing is that the com-puter behaves like a hypertext system does, encodingtext and being able to manipulate and move it aroundbut having no sense for its meaning. Jackson and Shar-key (1994) argue that connectionist architectures are ne-cessary for grounding perceptual systems or at least thatsuch grounding will be easier with such architectures.Harnad's solution to the Chinese Room problem has alsobeen suggested by Marconi (1994) and Meini and Pater-noster (1994).One feature that is perhaps less obvious is the needfor analog mechanisms for representation, as highlightedin recent exchanges (see Harnad 1993). The reduc-tionist paradigm has led many to believe, unquestion-ing, that digital approximations to an analog world aregood enough, in the sense that any property of theworld can be `unpacked' and approximated arbitrarilyclosely by digital representations. Stannett (1990) sug-gests, however, that machine-models based on the analogparadigm are strictly more powerful than their digitalcounterparts, in the sense that analog machinery is cap-able of performing tasks that are provably impossible ina digital world. Accordingly, if we are to represent theanalog mechanisms inherent for example in neurologicalsystems (see, for example, MacLennan 1990), it will benecessary to adopt radically new mechanisms for the in-tegrated representations involved.Hence, we are settling on a solution to groundingwhere language is grounded in vision and vision in lan-guage and that they feed on each other for interpreta-tion, explanation and understanding. Some concepts areeasier expressed in language representations, and somein pictures, and the �elds of AI and computation havetended to rely too much on the former. Let's move onto look at some projects we are conducting in languageand vision in order to get a feel for understanding themmore.4 Some projects in language and visionWe now describe three projects in language and vision.The �rst project focusses on theoretical representationsfor language and vision integration, the second focusseson an application, and the third on interfaces.4.1 Algebraic semanticsMorgan and Mc Kevitt (1994a) have begun developingan algebraic semantics of spatial relations using topo-logy theory in mathematics and corresponding matrixoperations. Algebraic structure is exhibited by a collec-tion of operations that act on objects transforming onemember of a set to another. We investigate groups andhow operations on them combine members of the set toproduce other members with the properties of inverse,identity, associativity and closure. Examples of groupsare rotations of objects in two dimensions, or rotationsand reections in two dimensions. Also, investigated arerings and how they represent in�nite sets of objects. Fi-nally, we look at �elds and how they are used for enlar-ging and reducing objects. In Morgan and Mc Kevitt



(1994b) we discuss how Euclidian geometry can be ap-plied to objects in an environment and we look in par-ticular at reections, rotations, translations, and glidereections. The algebraic semantics is currently appliedto spreadsheet display with spatial relations formulatedin terms of matrix operations and could also be used forgiving a spatial de�nition of primitives such as ATRANSdeveloped by Schank. We are currently investigating thispossibility.4.2 Interpretation of angiogramsWe are considering a model of a system that processes X-ray projections (angiograms) and their associated med-ical reports (see Hall and Mc Kevitt 1994). Each of theseinput data relate to blood vessel structures (vasculature)and arteriovenous malformations (AVM) within the hu-man body. AVMs are congenital abnormalities on thevasculature. These AVMs are dangerous because if theyhemorrhage the results can be fatal. The primary clinicalmotivation for acquiring angiograms is to plan radiationtherapy of the AVMs. Our goal is to reconstruct the ori-ginal vasculature and AVMs in three-dimensional space.The angiograms to be processed by the VP module of theintegrated system are gray-level digital images producedby a radiographer. Also, it is standard for radiologists toprepare medical reports on the angiograms. Typically,the medical reports are spoken into a dictating machineand afterwards transcribed into written form by a secret-ary. Hence, the input the NLP module of the integratedsystem is written text. Within this application domainwe believe that an integrated system will perform bet-ter from the synergy of NLP and VP rather than eachworking individually.Often there will only be two angiograms per patientthat are perspective projections. One is taken from thefront of the body called the posterior-anterior view. Theother is from the side and is called a lateral view. To-gether these are called biplane angiograms and are sep-arated by an angle of about ninety degrees and a smalllateral mis-alignment. A contrast agent makes bloodvessels visible in X-ray angiograms. There are a hostof problems with reconstruction from digital angiogramssuch as warping of individual projections, loss of geomet-ric relationship between biplane pairs, and phase di�er-ence of contrast agent between biplane angiogram pairs.These are fully described in Hall (1993).Standard methods available for reconstruction fromimages by reprojection are called �ltered back-projectionand algebraic reconstruction tomography (ART). Bothof these fail for angiograms because each requires a largenumber of projections whereas we typically have lessthan ten projections per patient. However, reconstruc-tion can be achieved if we can decide which correspond-ence points in each angiogram of the biplanar pair weregenerated by the same point in the three-dimensions be-ing x-rayed. This is the correspondence problem thathas been a ubiquitous problem within vision research(see Marr 1982, Mayhew and Frisby 1981).There are two distinct ways to solve correspondence.First, points in each angiogram may be labelled. Thenpoints with the same label correspond by de�nition. Al-

ternatively, if we know the approximate whereabouts ofpoints in three-dimensional space then a solution to cor-respondence will follow. Both of these methods requiresome kind of a priori information and we choose the lat-ter method for its elegance and generality. We proposeusing a three-dimensional model that is an informationrepository about the physical vasculature. This modelis constructed by combining many graphs of individualvasculatures into a total graph. Using this technique themodel is capable of learning new vascular forms (see Hallet al. 1993b).Reconstruction of the AVMs must proceed along verydi�erent lines. This is because the AVMs are essentiallyrandom distributions of tangled vessels. Consequentlyno a priori information regarding the three-dimensionalform of AVMs can be used; that is each AVM is unique.Our VP module is capable of segmenting AVMs fromtheir vascular context in angiograms. It can also recon-struct an approximation of the AVM volume (see Hall etal. 1993a). It must be approximate because of the lownumber of angiograms we have per patient.Medical reports are produced by a radiologist whoanalyses the biplane angiograms for each patient. Thereports are a description of a clinician's mental recon-struction from the biplane angiograms. The reports fo-cus on the presence or absence of AVMs. They describethe location of AVMs in the vasculature by referring tothe names of surrounding vessels and tissue such as brainmatter. Also, the radiologist will often note unusual vas-cular formations. Angiograms usually depict or demon-strate the arterial system and not the venous system.Hence, the presence of veins will be noted in the reports.There will be a series of reports for each patient overthe course of treatment. A possible problem with med-ical reports is that radiologists can make mistakes whileanalysing angiograms.We are developing a computational model, in Prolog,for translating medical reports in English into meaningrepresentations. We intend to implement that model inQuintus Prolog. The model is similar in spirit to thatincorporated in the OSCON (Operating System CON-sultant) system which has been implemented in Quin-tus Prolog and which answers English questions aboutcomputer operating systems (see Mc Kevitt 1986, 1991a,1991b, Mc Kevitt and Wilks 1987, and Mc Kevitt et al.1992a, 1992b, 1992c, 1992d).The aim our work is to combine NL and VP modulesinto an integrated system. We expect a better perform-ance to arise as a result of this combination. For ex-ample, in the medical domain just described we believethe subgraph isomorphism problem will bene�t throughthe presence of more information. Also the VP modulewill act as a check on the accuracy of medical reports.The total graph model that acts as a knowledge repres-entation is in another module and is a central resourceto be used by the NLP and VP modules. These threemodules will communicate with each other.We believe that the way forward for developing gen-eral theories of language and vision processing is to focuson speci�c applications such as the medical domain. Wehope that the integrated system will also shed light on



how people process language with images and will helpresolve some of the debate on how we represent know-ledge about the linguistic and visual world.4.3 A sensitive interfaceOne of the most important problems in human-computer interaction is that of maximising communic-ation between the user and the computer. We claimthat optimum communication will be facilitated whenthe computer can analyse the intentions of the com-puter user. We propose a philosophy for computerinterface design where the computer analyses the in-tentions of users through verbal and nonverbal media.With respect to verbal media we have already men-tioned a computer program called OSCON which cananalyse users' intentions about computer operating sys-tems. With respect to nonverbal media we argue thatcomputers will be better able to analyse people inten-tions when recognising the media of facial expression,touch, and sound. A philosophy of interface design basedon human-centeredness which brings the human andcomputer closer to analysing each others intentions, isargued for. As a test domain we have the IDIOMS2 (In-telligent Decision-making In On-line Management Sys-tems) project (see Gammack et al. 1989, 1991), which isapplied to the domain of credit control. We argue thatthis approach will ensure that computers will becomemore understanding of their users and this will resultin a more sensitive human-computer interface (see McKevitt and Gammack 1994).A theory of intention analysis (see Mc Kevitt 1991b)has been proposed as a model, in part, of the coherence ofnatural-language dialogue. A central principle of the the-ory is that coherence of natural-language dialogue can bemodelled by analysing sequences of intention. The the-ory has been incorporated within a computational modelin the OSCON system.The computational model has the ability to analysesequences of intention. The analysis of intention has atleast two properties: (1) that it is possible to recogniseintention, and (2) that it is possible to represent inten-tion. The syntax, semantics and pragmatics of natural-language utterances can be used for intention recogni-tion. Intention sequences in natural-language dialoguecan be represented by what we call intention graphs. In-tention graphs represent frequencies of occurrence of in-tention pairs in a given natural-language dialogue. Anordering of intentions based on satisfaction exists, andwhen used in conjunction with intention sequences, in-dicates the local3 and global degree of expertise of aspeaker in a dialogue.The architecture of the OSCON system consists ofsix basic modules and two extension modules. Thereare at least two arguments for modularising any system:2The IDIOMS project is being undertaken by the Bris-tol Transputer Centre at Bristol Polytechnic, The NationalTransputer Centre at She�eld, Strand Ltd., and a well-known British high street retail bank.3By local expertise we wish to stress the fact that some-times experts can act as novices on areas of a domain whichthey do not know well.

(1) it is much easier to update the system at any point,and (2) it is easier to map the system over to anotherdomain. The six basic modules in OSCON are as fol-lows: (1) ParseCon: natural-language syntactic gram-mar parser which detects query-type, (2) MeanCon: anatural-language semantic grammar (see Brown et al.1975, and Burton 1976) which determines query mean-ing, (3) KnowCon: a knowledge representation, con-taining information on natural-language verbs, for un-derstanding, (4) DataCon: a knowledge representationfor containing information about operating system com-mands, (5) SolveCon: a solver for resolving query rep-resentations against knowledge base representations, and(6) GenCon: a natural-language generator for generat-ing answers in English. These six modules are satis-factory if user queries are treated independently, or in acontext-free manner. However, the following two exten-sion modules are necessary for dialogue-modelling anduser-modelling: (1) DialCon: a dialogue modelling com-ponent which uses an intention matrix to track intentionsequences in a dialogue, and (2) UCon: a user-modellerwhich computes levels of user-satisfaction from the inten-tion matrix and provides information for both context-sensitive and user-sensitive natural-language generation.There are many more dimensions to communicationthan the merely verbal or linguistic we have just dis-cussed. There is a whole realm of semiotics, which thecomputer in its current form does not begin to touch, andfor users who prefer to operate through channels otherthan the super�cially verbal, the computer is frustratingin its insensitivity. It is not our intention to get intoa sopori�c debate about whether computers can haveemotions, rather to consider what might be realistic inenabling them to have a more sensitive response.First there is sensitivity to the expression of the user.Humans can usually tell from nonverbal cues if someoneis tense, angry or impatient. This gives clues to for-mulate a response that is neither long winded nor pat-ronizing, but considered and calming. This would beparticularly useful in help or consultant systems. Thereis both an existing science and an ancient lore of how toread faces to detect characteristics (see Tao 1989). Someskeptical and empirical studies might indicate whetherthere is anything in this approach, and we have begunsome cross-cultural work4 in this direction. A computerthat could detect visually the expression of its user be-gins to make inroads on a traditionally human quality,and introducing a seeing component into a computer alsohas implications for computer security.Other cues to the mood of the user may be indicatedby touch. For example, a user who is in a bad moodcould indicate this by over-vigorous keypresses or bash-ing the mouse and this could be detected. Sensors canreadily detect this sort of symptom, and use it in forming4We are currently working with Dr. Wang in the PeoplesRepublic of China on this cross-cultural work. We have con-ducted initial experiments where subjects are asked to group70 di�erent faces represented by icons. Results show thatseveral of the icons were recognised and grouped consistentlyby subjects. Items within such icons may become useful foricons of emotional expression.



a user model. Another cue which indicates user-intentionis sound. User satisfaction levels such as irritation, hes-itancy, and other personal characteristics can potentiallybe detected through voice interfaces. Again, such inter-faces have implications for security.Although perhaps fanciful, there is a serious point be-hind these ideas which has a de�nite message for design:typed interaction is a very super�cial level of communic-ation and limits the experience of interaction for manyusers. Although work in NLP is beginning to addressintentions which underlie utterances, this is only one di-mension of communication available to humans, and ifcomputers are to be really user friendly, they have tobecome a lot more sensitive to their users' needs.The IDIOMS project is one which uses techniquesfromAI to detect patterns in large databases, and to con-vey this information in a humanly understandable man-ner. Although supporting rule-based descriptions of ex-pertise, IDIOMS represents a break from traditional ex-pert system developments in several important regards.First, it uses a more exible representation of knowledge,allowing the same knowledge base to conclude on nu-merous goal variables, and has straightforward extens-ibility and maintainability. Second, it allows the userto take the initiative and alter the thresholds and cri-teria for decision making. This human centred designcoupled with an adaptive machine learning componentallows many of the traditional problems of expert sys-tems development to be overcome, such as knowledgeacquisition, insensitivity to context, and inevitable ob-solescence, while retaining the desirable features of heur-istic processing, natural-language like communication,and reasoning transparency. The underlying hardware,a powerful parallel processing engine, allows fast man-agement access to information without interfering withroutine processing jobs, and empowers complex decisionmaking.The IDIOMS project has been applied to the domainof credit control. A typical problem for a bank manageror insurance underwriter involves looking at the entrieson a loan application form and deciding whether it is agood or a bad risk. This is a complex function of predict-ors such as salary or outgoings, but may also be a�ectedby indications such as phone ownership, and length oftime at an address. It is our intention to incorporatetechniques for non-verbal and verbal communication intothe interface for the domain of credit control. We hopeto incorporate techniques for intention analysis alreadyexisting in the OSCON system into the IDIOMS project.It has been pointed out recently by Schank and Fano(1994) that in order to perform tasks in the world, un-derstanding is a question of relating visual and linguisticinput to the intentions derived from the task. They pointout that expectations are a large part of understandingand say \We need to be able to reason about the thingswe can sense and the situations in which we will be ableto detect them. Reminders to ourselves such as stringsaround �ngers, notes on doors, alarm clocks, etc. allbetray an underlying model of what we will notice (e.g.strings, sounds, notes) as well as the situations in whichwe will notice them (e.g. we are all likely to see our

�nger, pass through a door before leaving, and hear analarm clock next to our beds."We agree with Schank and Fano and believe that ourown work in intention modelling can only be ful�lled byincorporating the analysis of visual scenes as well as sym-bolic natural language. In particular, our beliefs aboutpeople before they say anything at all are based on bodylanguage, clothes, looks, makeup, style and so on andwork on modelling beliefs in language (see Ballim andWilks 1990, 1991 and Wilks and Ballim 1987) will needto be augmented and integrated with work on determin-ing beliefs from visual input. Indeed, work has alreadybegun on determining intentions from vision and lan-guage (see Gapp and Maa� 1994, Herzog and Wazinski1994 and Maa� 1994).5 ConclusionWe have discussed the problem of integration of languageand vision processing in AI and how the problem cameabout due to reductionist tendencies in this �eld andother areas of Science. Now we �nd an upsurge in workwhere people are attempting to build integrated systemsagain.One of the most di�cult problems in any AI systemis the development of a dictionary or lexicon for con-taining de�nitions of meanings of the words for commu-nication. We have pointed out that lexicons have beentoo biased towards language and need now to involvenew structures with spatial de�nitions and iconic or an-imated representations. These structures would enablethe reduction in circularity of de�nitions within existingdictionaries. The representations will also enable easierunderstanding of metaphors and derivation of new wordsfrom existing ones.The symbol grounding problem was discussed andhow the integration of language and vision could groundsymbols in meanings that would help solve the ChineseRoom problem. Symbols would be grounded in spatialor pictorial representations and that at least would re-duce some of the grounding problem. Of course othersources such as sound, smell and touch would need to beadded to give complete grounding.Finally we discussed three projects for language andvision: (1) algebraic structures for an integrated se-mantics, (2) automatic interpretation of angiograms and(3) a sensitive interface. These projects and others willenable the fruitful integration of language and vision pro-cessing to continue to give us new visions for language.6 ReferencesAllen, James F. (1987) Natural language understanding.Benjamin/Cummings Series in Computer Science.Menlo Park, California: Benjamin/Cummings.Andr�e, E., G. Herzog, and T. Rist (1988) On the simul-taneous interpretation of real-world image sequencesand their natural language description: the systemSOCCER. In Proceedings of the 8th European Con-ference on Arti�cial Intelligence, 449-454, Munich,Germany.
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